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Request a Quote



Cuvettes
Find cuvettes for samples in a variety of sizes and optical materials.
Quality Cuvettes for Precise Spectral Analysis
At Spectrecology, we carry a wide range of modular spectral measurement solutions, including a broad selection of premium-quality cuvettes. These products provide the vessels necessary to house liquid substances during chemical analysis using spectrometers.
Our inventory includes a diverse selection of cuvettes produced by Ocean Insight. These cuvettes are specifically designed to allow measurements without interfering with light waves. We have options in the sizes, styles and materials you need to complete your processes and get accurate results.


 View Spectrometers Products



Quartz Cells for Absorbance
These quartz cells/cuvettes have two transparent windows for measuring absorbance.
You can choose options for volume, pathlength, open vs. stoppered, beam height (or “z” dimension) and more.
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B-Q-10-GL14 Quartz Cuvette Self Masking...
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DLC Dye Laser Cells
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Q-10-GS Quartz cuvettes with pyrex...
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1-Q-10-MS Quartz Cuvette with stir...
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55-56-57-58 Tandem and Divided cuvettes
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52-53 -Q Dual pathlength cuvettes
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71-Q-10 Quartz Flow Cell, Absorbance
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62 63 Quartz Cuvette Constant...
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65-Q Style Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette...
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CH Cell Holders
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20/O-Q- Quartz Cuvette Short Path...
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45-Q Quartz Flow Cell, short...
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46-Q- Quartz Flow Cell, In...
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48-Q- Short Path Length Flow...
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49-Q- Short Path Length Flow...
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CH2049 Cell holder for de-mountable...
 Starting:
$103.00  
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37-Q Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette with...
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583.4 Style Flow Cell medium...
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583.65 Style Flow Cell wide...
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585.1 Style Ultra Micro Flow...
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584.4-Q Style Flow Cellshort pathlength
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585.2 Style Flow Cell sub...
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585.3 Style Flow Cell round...
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583.65.65 Style Flow Cell wide...
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M6 Tubing Set
 Starting:
$111.00  
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20/C-Q- Quartz Cuvette Short Path...
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31B-Q Style Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette...
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32-Q Style Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette...
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34-Q Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette long...
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35-Q Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette Wide...
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29-Q Style Quartz Cell Stopper...
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29B-Q Style Quartz Cell semi-micro...
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Q-10-GL14 Quartz Cuvette Screw Cap
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16 style Quartz Cuvette Sub-micro...
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31-Q Style Cylindrical Quartz Cuvette...
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18B Style Quartz Self Masking...
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28-Q style Quartz Cuvette Stopper...
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SPA Short Pathlength Spacers
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18 Style Quartz Cuvette Open...
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96 Xrite Colorimeter Cells
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21-Q Quartz Cuvette, Stopper Top,...
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97-G-40H CP Colorimeter Cells
 Starting:
$103.00  
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9-Q Quartz Cuvette Open Top...
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9B-Q Quartz Cuvette Open Top...
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GL14-C Cap only for screw...
 Starting:
$6.00  
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21-G Glass Cuvette, Stopper Top,...
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GL14-S Cap with septum seal
 Starting:
$6.00  
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GL14-SI Septum seal liner
 Starting:
$3.00  
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93 Hunter Colorimeter Cells
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1-Q Quartz Cuvette Open Top...
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CVD-COVER Square Cuvette Covers
 Starting:
$23.00  
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Transfer Pipette Disposable mini 1.7ml
 Starting:
$22.00  
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Transfer Pipette Disposable 4.5ml long...
 Starting:
$22.00  
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Cuvette Rack, SE-111168
 Starting:
$15.00  






Quartz Cells for Fluorescence
These quartz cell/cuvettes have four clear sides for 90–degree excitation/emission.
Ideal for measuring fluorescence.
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DLC Dye Laser Cells
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28F-Q-10 Quartz Cuvette Stopper Top...
 Starting:
$403.00  
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29F-Q-10 Quartz Cuvette Stopper Top...
 Starting:
$386.00  
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46F and 47F Quartz Flow...
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583F Style Fluorescence Flow Cell...
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71F-Q Quartz Flow Cell, Fluorescence
 Starting:
$686.00  
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SPA Short Pathlength Spacers
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23-I Style IR Quartz Cuvette...
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23-3 Q- Quartz Fluorometer micro...
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23-Q Style Quartz Cuvette Fluorescence...
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3 and 9F-Q-10-GL14 Fluorescence cell...
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GL14-C Cap only for screw...
 Starting:
$6.00  
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GL14-S Cap with septum seal
 Starting:
$6.00  
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GL14-SI Septum seal liner
 Starting:
$3.00  
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16F style Quartz Cuvette Sub-micro,...
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18F-Q-10 Style Quartz Cuvette Open...
 Starting:
$351.00  
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3-Q Style Quartz Cuvette open...
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3-3.30 Quartz Fluorometer micro square...
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4 SB Triangular Fluorescence cuvette
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6BF Fluorescence Reference set
 Starting:
$1221.00  






Flow Cells
Get flow–through cuvettes for your sample analysis.
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71-Q-10 Quartz Flow Cell, Absorbance
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45-Q Quartz Flow Cell, short...
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46-Q- Quartz Flow Cell, In...
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48-Q- Short Path Length Flow...
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49-Q- Short Path Length Flow...
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583.4 Style Flow Cell medium...
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583.65 Style Flow Cell wide...
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585.1 Style Ultra Micro Flow...
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584.4-Q Style Flow Cellshort pathlength
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585.2 Style Flow Cell sub...
 






Infra-Red Cuvettes
SpectrEcology offers Infrasil IR fused silica quartz cuvettes ranging from 230nm to 3800nm.
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23-I Style IR Quartz Cuvette...
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21-I Infrasil Quartz Cuvette, Stopper...
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31-I Style Cylindrical IR Quartz...
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32-I Style Cylindrical IR Quartz...
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34-I Cylindrical IR Quartz Cuvette...
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1-I IR Cuvette Open Top...
 






Glass Cuvettes
Glass spectrophotometer cuvettes are less expensive than quartz, and have a smaller transmission range – 320 to 2500nm.
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96 Xrite Colorimeter Cells
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97-G-40H CP Colorimeter Cells
 Starting:
$103.00  
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21-G Glass Cuvette, Stopper Top,...
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93 Hunter Colorimeter Cells
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1-G Glass Cuvette Open Top...
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3-G Style Glass Cuvette open...
 






Selecting the Right Cuvette for Your Application
Finding the right cuvette begins with choosing the correct material. Glass and quartz each offer distinct advantages. Factors like cost, transparency and work environment influence which material will deliver the maximum benefit for your unique application.
The two most common types of cuvettes include:
 
	Glass: Glass cuvettes are an affordable and efficient option often used in classroom settings. The glass performs well in the VIS (Visible) and IR (infrared) spectrums. Light absorption increases at lower wavelengths with glass cuvettes, making them less effective when exposed to UV (ultraviolet) light sources.
	Quartz: Quartz cuvettes feature better absorption across a broader wavelength range, making them suited for use in spectrometers using UV, VIS and IR light sources. Quartz is the more transparent material of the two and offers greater advantages in processes using any light wavelengths where you need the highest sample purity.

 
We also offer specialty cuvettes, including flow-through cuvettes designed to connect via tubing and cuvettes designed specifically for IR applications. Other factors to consider when selecting your cuvettes are shape, size, volume and the processes you intend to complete. With dozens of options to choose from, we have what you’re looking for at the right cost. Our experts will help you select the tools that provide you with the performance capabilities you need for your applications.
Request a Product Quote
If you have questions about any of our cuvettes or our other products and services, reach out to our team. We can answer your questions, provide guidance and give you a quote based on your specific needs such as application and budget. 
Find out how we can help you improve the speed, accuracy and efficiency of your measurement processes. Message us today through our online form and we’ll get back to you fast.
 	Name*   First    Last 

	Email* 

	Phone*

	Message*
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